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#1 - 2011 Campo alla Sugher “The Cru”

#1 - Exclusively from the vineyards on the Campo alla Sughera estate, located in
the heart of the “Bolgheri” area. A wine of great personality and finesse, with
fruity, spicy and roasted notes harmonically blended together. A full and
embracing flavor with silky tannins creates harmony and persistence in the wine.

#2 - 2013 Allegrini Amarone

#2 - This wine has imposing structure and depth, as much in its aromas of
mature fruit and spices, as on the palate, where the alcohol is sustained by the
right degree of acidity and refined tannins. Traditionally enjoyed with game,
roasted and grilled meats, casseroles and well matured cheeses. Amarone’s
distinctive flavor compliments new and exotic sweet and sour dishes.

Petit Verdot & Cabernet Franc
Toscana IGT
14.5% Alcohol

Corvina Veronese, Rondinella & Osoleta

Amarone della Valpolicella
Classico DOCG
15.5% Alcohol
#3 - 2011 Ricasoli Historia Familiae

95% Sangiovese, 5% Petit Verdot
Toscana IGT
14.5% Alcohol

#3 - An incredibly rare bottle from Tuscany! Rich and supple in texture, boasting
black cherry, black currant, iron and tobacco aromas and flavors. A solid version,
flavorful and vibrant, with a refined presence. Ends with a lingering aftertaste of
fruit, spice and mineral. 94 points Robert Parker & 94 points Wine Spectator.

#4 - 2012 Rocca Macie Sergio Zingarelli
90% Sangiovese & 10% Colorino
Chianti Classico DOCG
13.5% Alcohol

#4 - Deep garnet in color with an endearing nose with beautiful scents of roasted

#5 - 2015 Poggio Al Tesoro Solosole

#5 - The radiance of Vermentino varietal reflects intensely in the aromas of
Solosole, a white wine that captivates with its intense hints of flowers and
unexpected yellow fruit. The palate has a medium body, is succulent and highly
enjoyable. The development of the wine in the glass suggests that it has the
potential to evolve for a few years.

100% Vermentino
Vermentino Bolgheri DOC
14.5% Alcohol

coffee and spice backed by stone fruits. Velvety, concentrated palate, superb
sensation of harmony and almost soft, refined tannins. Rich, velvety and wellbalanced with ripe red fruit flavors and a long finish. 94 points James Suckling.

